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Internal combustion engines have remained a challenge due to depending heavily on fossil
fuels, which are already limited reserves, and a requirement for improvement in emission
levels continuously. The number of advanced technologies such as hybrid systems and lowtemperature combustion engines has been introduced, and a number of reports about the use
of alternative fuels have been presented in recent years to overcome these challenges. The
efforts have made the new concepts to be used in practical along with the new problems which
are required advanced control systems. This book presents studies on internal combustion
engines with alternative fuels and advanced combustion technologies to obtain efficiency and
environment-friendly systems, measurement methodology of exhaust emissions and modelling
of a hybrid engine system, and mechanical losses arising from ring-cylinder and ring-groove
side contacts as well. The main theme here is to identify solutions for internal combustion
engines in terms of fuel consumption, emissions, and performance.
This book discusses all aspects of advanced engine technologies, and describes the role of
alternative fuels and solution-based modeling studies in meeting the increasingly higher
standards of the automotive industry. By promoting research into more efficient and
environment-friendly combustion technologies, it helps enable researchers to develop higherpower engines with lower fuel consumption, emissions, and noise levels. Over the course of 12
chapters, it covers research in areas such as homogeneous charge compression ignition
(HCCI) combustion and control strategies, the use of alternative fuels and additives in
combination with new combustion technology and novel approaches to recover the pumping
loss in the spark ignition engine. The book will serve as a valuable resource for academic
researchers and professional automotive engineers alike.
The Advanced Combustion Engine research and development (R & D) subprogram within the
DOE Vehicle Technologies Office (VTO) provides support and guidance for many cutting-edge
automotive technologies under development. Research focuses on addressing critical barriers
to commercializing higher efficiency, very low emissions advanced internal combustion
engines for passenger and commercial vehicles.
Internal Combustion Engines covers the trends in passenger car engine design and
technology. This book is organized into seven chapters that focus on the importance of the incylinder fluid mechanics as the controlling parameter of combustion. After briefly dealing with a
historical overview of the various phases of automotive industry, the book goes on discussing
the underlying principles of operation of the gasoline, diesel, and turbocharged engines; the
consequences in terms of performance, economy, and pollutant emission; and of the means
available for further development and improvement. A chapter focuses on the automotive fuels
of the various types of engines. Recent developments in both the experimental and
computational fronts and the application of available research methods on engine design, as
well as the trends in engine technology, are presented in the concluding chapters. This book is
an ideal compact reference for automotive researchers and engineers and graduate
engineering students.
Direct injection enables precise control of the fuel/air mixture so that engines can be tuned for
improved power and fuel economy, but ongoing research challenges remain in improving the
technology for commercial applications. As fuel prices escalate DI engines are expected to
gain in popularity for automotive applications. This important book, in two volumes, reviews the
science and technology of different types of DI combustion engines and their fuels. Volume 1
deals with direct injection gasoline and CNG engines, including history and essential principles,
approaches to improved fuel economy, design, optimisation, optical techniques and their
applications. Reviews key technologies for enhancing direct injection (DI) gasoline engines
Examines approaches to improved fuel economy and lower emissions Discusses DI
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compressed natural gas (CNG) engines and biofuels
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the application of liquid biofuels to internal
combustion (IC) engines. Biofuels are one of the most promising renewable and sustainable
energy sources. Particularly, liquid biofuels obtained from biomass could become a valid
alternative to the use of fossil fuels in the light of increasingly stringent environmental
constraints. In this book, the discussion is limited to liquid biofuels obtained from triglycerides
and lignocellulose among the many different kinds of biomass. Several liquid biofuels from
triglycerides, straight vegetable oil, biodiesel produced from inedible vegetable oil,
hydrotreated vegetable oil, and pyrolytic oil have been selected for discussion, as well as
biofuels from lignocellulose bio-oil, alcohols such as methanol, ethanol and butanol, and
biomass-to-liquids diesel. This book includes three chapters on the application of methanol,
ethanol and butanol to advanced compression ignition (CI) engines such as LTC, HCCI, RCCI
and DF modes. Further, the application of other higher alcohols and other drop-in fuels such as
DMF, MF, MTHF, and GVL are also discussed. The book will be a valuable resource for
graduate students, researchers and engine designers who are interested in the application of
alcohols and other biofuels in advanced CI engines, and also useful for alternative energy
planners selecting biofuels for CI engines in the future.
Zhao has had 15 years experience with laser diagnostics in combustion flows, and
Ladommatos (Brunel U.) as many with internal combustion engine research and diagnostics.
They team up to bridge the gap between researchers in engine development and specialists in
the development of diagnostic techniqu

This book deals with novel advanced engine combustion technologies having
potential of high fuel conversion efficiency along with ultralow NOx and
particulate matter (PM) emissions. It offers insight into advanced combustion
modes for efficient utilization of gasoline like fuels. Fundamentals of various
advanced low temperature combustion (LTC) systems such as HCCI, PCCI, PPC
and RCCI engines and their fuel quality requirements are also discussed.
Detailed performance, combustion and emissions characteristics of futuristic
engine technologies such as PPC and RCCI employing conventional as well as
alternative fuels are analyzed and discussed. Special emphasis is placed on soot
particle number emission characterization, high load limiting constraints, and fuel
effects on combustion characteristics in LTC engines. For closed loop
combustion control of LTC engines, sensors, actuators and control strategies are
also discussed. The book should prove useful to a broad audience, including
graduate students, researchers, and professionals Offers novel technologies for
improved and efficient utilization of gasoline like fuels; Deals with most advanced
and futuristic engine combustion modes such as PPC and RCCI;
Comprehensible presentation of the performance, combustion and emissions
characteristics of low temperature combustion (LTC) engines; Deals with closed
loop combustion control of advanced LTC engines; State-of-the-art technology
book that concisely summarizes the recent advancements in LTC technology. .
The increasing demands for internal combustion engines with regard to fuel
consumption, emissions and driveability lead to more actuators, sensors and
complex control functions. A systematic implementation of the electronic control
systems requires mathematical models from basic design through simulation to
calibration. The book treats physically-based as well as models based
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experimentally on test benches for gasoline (spark ignition) and diesel
(compression ignition) engines and uses them for the design of the different
control functions. The main topics are: - Development steps for engine control Stationary and dynamic experimental modeling - Physical models of intake,
combustion, mechanical system, turbocharger, exhaust, cooling, lubrication, drive
train - Engine control structures, hardware, software, actuators, sensors, fuel
supply, injection system, camshaft - Engine control methods, static and dynamic
feedforward and feedback control, calibration and optimization, HiL, RCP, control
software development - Control of gasoline engines, control of air/fuel, ignition,
knock, idle, coolant, adaptive control functions - Control of diesel engines,
combustion models, air flow and exhaust recirculation control, combustionpressure-based control (HCCI), optimization of feedforward and feedback control,
smoke limitation and emission control This book is an introduction to electronic
engine management with many practical examples, measurements and research
results. It is aimed at advanced students of electrical, mechanical, mechatronic
and control engineering and at practicing engineers in the field of combustion
engine and automotive engineering.
This book is based on advanced combustion technologies currently employed in
internal combustion engines. It discusses different strategies for improving
conventional diesel combustion. The volume includes chapters on lowtemperature combustion techniques of compression-ignition engines which
results in significant reduction of NOx and soot emissions. The content also
highlights newly evolved gasoline compression technology and optical
techniques in advanced gasoline direct injection engines. the research and its
outcomes presented here highlight advancements in combustion technologies,
analysing various issues related to in-cylinder combustion, pollutant formation
and alternative fuels. This book will be of interest to those in academia and
industry involved in fuels, IC engines, engine combustion research.
This monograph covers different aspects of internal combustion engines
including engine performance and emissions and presents various solutions to
resolve these issues. The contents provide examples of utilization of methanol as
a fuel for CI engines in different modes of transportation, such as railroad,
personal vehicles or heavy duty road transportation. The volume provides
information about the current methanol utilization and its potential, its effect on
the engine in terms of efficiency, combustion, performance, pollutants formation
and prediction. The contents are also based on review of technologies present,
the status of different combustion and emission control technologies and their
suitability for different types of IC engines. Few novel technologies for spark
ignition (SI) engines have been also included in this book, which makes this book
a complete solution for both kind of engines. This book will be useful for engine
researchers, energy experts and students involved in fuels, IC engines, engine
instrumentation and environmental research.
Summarizes the analysis and design of today’s gas heat engine cycles This
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book offers readers comprehensive coverage of heat engine cycles. From ideal
(theoretical) cycles to practical cycles and real cycles, it gradually increases in
degree of complexity so that newcomers can learn and advance at a logical
pace, and so instructors can tailor their courses toward each class level. To
facilitate the transition from one type of cycle to another, it offers readers
additional material covering fundamental engineering science principles in
mechanics, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, and thermochemistry.
Fundamentals of Heat Engines: Reciprocating and Gas Turbine InternalCombustion Engines begins with a review of some fundamental principles of
engineering science, before covering a wide range of topics on thermochemistry.
It next discusses theoretical aspects of the reciprocating piston engine, starting
with simple air-standard cycles, followed by theoretical cycles of forced induction
engines, and ending with more realistic cycles that can be used to predict engine
performance as a first approximation. Lastly, the book looks at gas turbines and
covers cycles with gradually increasing complexity to end with realistic engine
design-point and off-design calculations methods. Covers two main heat engines
in one single reference Teaches heat engine fundamentals as well as advanced
topics Includes comprehensive thermodynamic and thermochemistry data Offers
customizable content to suit beginner or advanced undergraduate courses and
entry-level postgraduate studies in automotive, mechanical, and aerospace
degrees Provides representative problems at the end of most chapters, along
with a detailed example of piston-engine design-point calculations Features case
studies of design-point calculations of gas turbine engines in two chapters
Fundamentals of Heat Engines can be adopted for mechanical, aerospace, and
automotive engineering courses at different levels and will also benefit
engineering professionals in those fields and beyond.
The Advanced Combustion Engine R & D subprogram supports the mission of
the Vehicle Technologies Program by removing the critical technical barriers to
commercialization of advanced internal combustion engines (ICEs) for passenger
and commercial vehicles that meet future Federal emissions regulations.
Dramatically improving the efficiency of ICEs and enabling their introduction in
conventional as well as hybrid electric vehicles is the most promising and costeffective approach to increasing vehicle fuel economy over the next 30 years.
'Proceedings of the FISITA 2012 World Automotive Congress' are selected from
nearly 2,000 papers submitted to the 34th FISITA World Automotive Congress,
which is held by Society of Automotive Engineers of China (SAE-China ) and the
International Federation of Automotive Engineering Societies (FISITA). This
proceedings focus on solutions for sustainable mobility in all areas of passenger
car, truck and bus transportation. Volume 1: Advanced Internal Combustion
Engines (I) focuses on: •New Gasoline Direct Injection(GDI), Spark
Ignition(SI)&Compression Ignition(CI) Engines and Components •Fuel Injection
and Sprays •Fuel and Lubricants •After-Treatment and Emission Control Above
all researchers, professional engineers and graduates in fields of automotive
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engineering, mechanical engineering and electronic engineering will benefit from
this book. SAE-China is a national academic organization composed of
enterprises and professionals who focus on research, design and education in
the fields of automotive and related industries. FISITA is the umbrella
organization for the national automotive societies in 37 countries around the
world. It was founded in Paris in 1948 with the purpose of bringing engineers
from around the world together in a spirit of cooperation to share ideas and
advance the technological development of the automobile.
Now in its fourth edition, Introduction to Internal Combustion Engines remains the
indispensable text to guide you through automotive or mechanical engineering,
both at university and beyond. Thoroughly updated, clear, comprehensive and
well-illustrated, with a wealth of worked examples and problems, its combination
of theory and applied practice is sure to help you understand internal combustion
engines, from thermodynamics and combustion to fluid mechanics and materials
science. Introduction to Internal Combustion Engines: - Is ideal for students who
are following specialist options in internal combustion engines, and also for
students at earlier stages in their courses - especially with regard to laboratory
work - Will be useful to practising engineers for an overview of the subject, or
when they are working on particular aspects of internal combustion engines that
are new to them - Is fully updated including new material on direct injection spark
engines, supercharging and renewable fuels - Offers a wealth of worked
examples and end-of-chapter questions to test your knowledge - Has a solutions
manual availble online for lecturers at www.palgrave.com/engineering/stone
Annual report on the work of the the Advanced Combustion Engine R & D
subprogram. The Advanced Combustion Engine R & D subprogram supports the
Vehicle Technologies Office mission by removing the critical technical barriers to
commercialization of advanced internal combustion engines (ICEs) for passenger
and commercial vehicles that meet future federal emissions regulations.
This book discusses the recent advances in combustion strategies and engine
technologies, with specific reference to the automotive sector. Chapters discuss
the advanced combustion technologies, such as gasoline direct ignition (GDI),
spark assisted compression ignition (SACI), gasoline compression ignition (GCI),
etc., which are the future of the automotive sector. Emphasis is given to
technologies which have the potential for utilization of alternative fuels as well as
emission reduction. One special section includes a few chapters for methanol
utilization in two-wheelers and four wheelers. The book will serve as a valuable
resource for academic researchers and professional automotive engineers alike.
Volume 2 of the two-volume set Advanced direct injection combustion engine
technologies and development investigates diesel DI combustion engines, which
despite their commercial success are facing ever more stringent emission
legislation worldwide. Direct injection diesel engines are generally more efficient
and cleaner than indirect injection engines and as fuel prices continue to rise DI
engines are expected to gain in popularity for automotive applications. Two
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exclusive sections examine light-duty and heavy-duty diesel engines. Fuel
injection systems and after treatment systems for DI diesel engines are
discussed. The final section addresses exhaust emission control strategies,
including combustion diagnostics and modelling, drawing on reputable diesel
combustion system research and development. Investigates how HSDI and DI
engines can meet ever more stringent emission legislation Examines
technologies for both light-duty and heavy-duty diesel engines Discusses exhaust
emission control strategies, combustion diagnostics and modelling
This book describes the discusses advanced fuels and combustion, emission
control techniques, after-treatment systems, simulations and fault diagnostics,
including discussions on different engine diagnostic techniques such as particle
image velocimetry (PIV), phase Doppler interferometry (PDI), laser ignition. This
volume bridges the gap between basic concepts and advanced research in
internal combustion engine diagnostics, making it a useful reference for both
students and researchers whose work focuses on achieving higher fuel efficiency
and lowering emissions.
This book deals with in-cylinder pressure measurement and its post-processing
for combustion quality analysis of conventional and advanced reciprocating
engines. It offers insight into knocking and combustion stability analysis
techniques and algorithms in SI, CI, and LTC engines, and places special
emphasis on the digital signal processing of in-cylinder pressure signal for online
and offline applications. The text gives a detailed description on sensors for
combustion measurement, data acquisition, and methods for estimation of
performance and combustion parameters. The information provided in this book
enhances readers’ basic knowledge of engine combustion diagnostics and
serves as a comprehensive, ready reference for a broad audience including
graduate students, course instructors, researchers, and practicing engineers in
the automotive, oil and other industries concerned with internal combustion
engines.
Artificial Intelligence and Data Driven Optimization of Internal Combustion
Engines summarizes recent developments in Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine
Learning (ML) and data driven optimization and calibration techniques for internal
combustion engines. The book covers AI/ML and data driven methods to
optimize fuel formulations and engine combustion systems, predict cycle to cycle
variations, and optimize after-treatment systems and experimental engine
calibration. It contains all the details of the latest optimization techniques along
with their application to ICE, making it ideal for automotive engineers, mechanical
engineers, OEMs and R&D centers involved in engine design. Provides AI/ML
and data driven optimization techniques in combination with Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) to optimize engine combustion systems Features a
comprehensive overview of how AI/ML techniques are used in conjunction with
simulations and experiments Discusses data driven optimization techniques for
fuel formulations and vehicle control calibration
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This book provides an introduction to basic thermodynamic engine cycle simulations,
and provides a substantial set of results. Key features includes comprehensive and
detailed documentation of the mathematical foundations and solutions required for
thermodynamic engine cycle simulations. The book includes a thorough presentation of
results based on the second law of thermodynamics as well as results for advanced,
high efficiency engines. Case studies that illustrate the use of engine cycle simulations
are also provided.
Fiscal Year 2009 Annual Progress Report for the Advanced Combustion Engine
Research and Development (R & D) subprogram. The Advanced Combustion Engine R
& D subprogram supports the mission of the VTP program by removing the critical
technical barriers to commercialization of advanced internal combustion engines (ICEs)
for passenger and commercial vehicles that meet future Federal emissions regulations.
Dramatically improving the efficiency of ICEs and enabling their introduction in
conventional as well as hybrid electric vehicles is the most promising and cost-effective
approach to increasing vehicle fuel economy over the next 30 years.
Proceedings of the FISITA 2012 World Automotive Congress are selected from nearly
2,000 papers submitted to the 34th FISITA World Automotive Congress, which is held
by Society of Automotive Engineers of China (SAE-China ) and the International
Federation of Automotive Engineering Societies (FISITA). This proceedings focus on
solutions for sustainable mobility in all areas of passenger car, truck and bus
transportation. Volume 2: Advanced Internal Combustion Engines (II) focuses on: •Flow
and Combustion Diagnosis •Engine Design and Simulation •Heat Transfer and Waste
Heat Reutilization •Emission Standard and International Regulations Above all
researchers, professional engineers and graduates in fields of automotive engineering,
mechanical engineering and electronic engineering will benefit from this book. SAEChina is a national academic organization composed of enterprises and professionals
who focus on research, design and education in the fields of automotive and related
industries. FISITA is the umbrella organization for the national automotive societies in
37 countries around the world. It was founded in Paris in 1948 with the purpose of
bringing engineers from around the world together in a spirit of cooperation to share
ideas and advance the technological development of the automobile.
This book highlights the important need for more efficient and environmentally sound
combustion technologies that utilise renewable fuels to be continuously developed and
adopted. The central theme here is two-fold: internal combustion engines and fuel
solutions for combustion systems. Internal combustion engines remain as the main
propulsion system used for ground transportation, and the number of successful
developments achieved in recent years is as varied as the new design concepts
introduced. It is therefore timely that key advances in engine technologies are
organised appropriately so that the fundamental processes, applications, insights and
identification of future development can be consolidated. In the future and across the
developed and emerging markets of the world, the range of fuels used will significantly
increase as biofuels, new fossil fuel feedstock and processing methods, as well as
variations in fuel standards continue to influence all combustion technologies used now
and in coming streams. This presents a challenge requiring better understanding of
how the fuel mix influences the combustion processes in various systems. The book
allows extremes of the theme to be covered in a simple yet progressive way.
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With the changing landscape of the transport sector, there are also alternative
powertrain systems on offer that can run independently of or in conjunction with the
internal combustion (IC) engine. This shift has actually helped the industry gain traction
with the IC Engine market projected to grow at 4.67% CAGR during the forecast period
2019-2025. It continues to meet both requirements and challenges through continual
technology advancement and innovation from the latest research. With this in mind, the
contributions in Internal Combustion Engines and Powertrain Systems for Future
Transport 2019 not only cover the particular issues for the IC engine market but also
reflect the impact of alternative powertrains on the propulsion industry. The main topics
include: • Engines for hybrid powertrains and electrification • IC engines • Fuel cells •
E-machines • Air-path and other technologies achieving performance and fuel economy
benefits • Advances and improvements in combustion and ignition systems •
Emissions regulation and their control by engine and after-treatment • Developments in
real-world driving cycles • Advanced boosting systems • Connected powertrains (AI) •
Electrification opportunities • Energy conversion and recovery systems • Modified or
novel engine cycles • IC engines for heavy duty and off highway Internal Combustion
Engines and Powertrain Systems for Future Transport 2019 provides a forum for IC
engine, fuels and powertrain experts, and looks closely at developments in powertrain
technology required to meet the demands of the low carbon economy and global
competition in all sectors of the transportation, off-highway and stationary power
industries.
Computational Optimization of Internal Combustion Engines presents the state of the
art of computational models and optimization methods for internal combustion engine
development using multi-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools and
genetic algorithms. Strategies to reduce computational cost and mesh dependency are
discussed, as well as regression analysis methods. Several case studies are presented
in a section devoted to applications, including assessments of: spark-ignition engines,
dual-fuel engines, heavy duty and light duty diesel engines. Through regression
analysis, optimization results are used to explain complex interactions between engine
design parameters, such as nozzle design, injection timing, swirl, exhaust gas
recirculation, bore size, and piston bowl shape. Computational Optimization of Internal
Combustion Engines demonstrates that the current multi-dimensional CFD tools are
mature enough for practical development of internal combustion engines. It is written for
researchers and designers in mechanical engineering and the automotive industry.
This text, by a leading authority in the field, presents a fundamental and factual
development of the science and engineering underlying the design of combustion
engines and turbines. An extensive illustration program supports the concepts and
theories discussed.

Annual Progress Report for the Advanced Combustion Engine Research and
Development (R & D) subprogram supporting the mission of the Vehicle
Technologies Program by removing the critical technical barriers to
commercialization of advanced internal combustion engines (ICEs) for passenger
and commercial vehicles that meet future federal emissions regulations.
Internal combustion engines still have a potential for substantial improvements,
particularly with regard to fuel efficiency and environmental compatibility. These
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goals can be achieved with help of control systems. Modeling and Control of
Internal Combustion Engines (ICE) addresses these issues by offering an
introduction to cost-effective model-based control system design for ICE. The
primary emphasis is put on the ICE and its auxiliary devices. Mathematical
models for these processes are developed in the text and selected feedforward
and feedback control problems are discussed. The appendix contains a summary
of the most important controller analysis and design methods, and a case study
that analyzes a simplified idle-speed control problem. The book is written for
students interested in the design of classical and novel ICE control systems.
This book has been written for the
Medical/Pharmacy/Nursing/ME/M.TECH/BE/B.Tech students of All University
with latest syllabus for ECE, EEE, CSE, IT, Mechanical, Bio Medical, Bio Tech,
BCA, MCA and All B.Sc Department Students. The basic aim of this book is to
provide a basic knowledge in Advanced Internal Combustion Engines.Advanced
Internal Combustion Engines Syllabus students of degree, diploma & AMIE
courses and a useful reference for these preparing for competitive examinations.
All the concepts are explained in a simple, clear and complete manner to achieve
progressive learning.This book is divided into five chapters. Each chapter is well
supported with the necessary illustration practical examples.
NOx Emission Control Technologies in Stationary and Automotive Internal
Combustion Engines: Approaches Toward NOx Free Automobiles presents the
fundamental theory of emission formation, particularly the oxides of nitrogen
(NOx) and its chemical reactions and control techniques. The book provides a
simplified framework for technical literature on NOx reduction strategies in IC
engines, highlighting thermodynamics, combustion science, automotive
emissions and environmental pollution control. Sections cover the toxicity and
roots of emissions for both SI and CI engines and the formation of various
emissions such as CO, SO2, HC, NOx, soot, and PM from internal combustion
engines, along with various methods of NOx formation. Topics cover the
combustion process, engine design parameters, and the application of exhaust
gas recirculation for NOx reduction, making this book ideal for researchers and
students in automotive, mechanical, mechatronics and chemical engineering
students working in the field of emission control techniques. Covers advanced
and recent technologies and emerging new trends in NOx reduction for emission
control Highlights the effects of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) on engine
performance parameters Discusses emission norms such as EURO VI and
Bharat stage VI in reducing global air pollution due to engine emissions
Building upon the excellent first edition, ' Vehicle and Engine Technology, 2ed'
covers all the technology requirements of motor vehicle engineering and has
been rigorously updated to include additional material on subjects such as
pollution control, automatic transmission, steering systems, braking systems and
electrics. An ideal companion for anyone studying motor vehicle repair and
servicine, 'Vehicle and Engine Technology, 2ed' provides the in-depth treatment
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required for technician-level students, but is presented in a way which will be
accessible to craft students wanting more than the bare essentials of the subject
matter. Several examples of each topic application are included, describing the
variations encountered in practice, making the book a useful reference for
students of motor vehicle engineering.
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